Duramax 6.6

Many owners can brag about 2 and mi service with very few if any issues. But as with any
mechanical thing some do have their problems and I wont try to cover all of them right now but I
want to give a few pointers you should keep in mind before going to battle with one. As a result
of my informal interviews,the Duramax diesels are not a big favorite of most mechanics. They
are awkward to work on, anybody that has done head gaskets, injectors on the earlier design,
turbos, broken glow plugs,gear drive water pump,front and rear main seals,high pressure
pumps, replaced a fuel filter or any driveability diagnostics will tell you they are not a favorite to
work on. Their success as a design means mechanics dont see too much of them and dont get
extremely used to them as they would ,say a 6. I have seen more leaks causing no starts, loss of
prime and low fuel rail pressure codes from poor fitting aftermarket fuel filters use Delco only.
Remember when dealing with power loss and fuel pressure issues the duramax has no in- tank
or frame mount fuel pump pushing fuel to the engine. The mechanical h. I have had many rotted
fuel lines sucking air causing stalls, no starts, low power etc. Look at the lines first. Sometimes
you will replace a fuel filter and will be unable to prime the system,you will pump the primer on
the fuel manager fancy G. This is either because you are out of fuel, you have a rotted line or the
primer pump is bad. Fuel leaks on a duramax are almost always on the return side of the
system, the smaller of the two fuel lines traveling down the frame rail, going to the fuel cooler
and back to the tank. They can leak at the cloth covered rubber return lines at the injectors,
these lines can only be replaced in sets left and right side, they are expensive. You can open a
can of worms trying to replace the return lines at the injectors, the lines snap into the injectors
with plastic tees that love to break off in the injector,I have had luck heating a screw and melting
it into the broken piece for extraction. I usually disassemble a new line set and replace only the
leakers individually. You will notice a hydraulic style fitting at the front right side of the engine,
this is for a fuel pressure gage to test the suction side, good luck finding a fitting to snap on to
it,I had to get a Kent Moore gage for bucks,I use it all the time as well as a Tech 2 scan tool. I
consider these a must for serious Duramax work. Well ,tune in later and we will discuss no start
hot problems and shortcuts to solving injector leakback issues. Home Ford 7. The 6. GM began
rolling out the 6. Unlike the earlier engine, the 6. The engine is often considered an attractive
balance between performance and fuel economy, although it arguably became outdated in the
wake of its direct injection competition. Like the 6. However, the engine platform was not retired
entirely - Humvee manufacturer AM General continued the 6. Unlike the 6. Always check oil level
after filling crankcase. Many variations of GM's 6. For Silverado and Sierra pickups, the engine
was backed by either a 4L80E 4 speed automatic transmission with overdrive or the popular NV
5 speed manual transmission. Common problems with the 6. Overheating is also an issue with
the 6. In essence, the 6. Every engine, regardless of its manufacturer, has an Achilles heel - for
the turbocharged 6. The pump mounted driver PMD , or alternatively the fuel solenoid driver
FDS, this is typically what Stanadyne refers to it as is a small module mounted to the driver side
of the injection pump. Its purpose is to supply power to the fuel solenoid, which allows or
blocks fuel flow to the injection pump. When power is supplied to the fuel solenoid, fuel flows to
the injection pump and the engine is allowed to run. When power is cut from the fuel solenoid,
fuel flow abruptly stops and the engine will stall. The problem with the PMD is quite simple; it
produces a tremendous amount of heat. While diesel fuel flow into through the injection pump
is designed to keep the PMD cool, it neglects to protect the module once an engine is shut
down, fuel flow ceases, and a heat soak effect causes the PMD to reach temperatures that the
unit is not ideally designed to take. The location of the PMD, the heat it produces, and the lack
of heat dissipation also play roles in the life of the PMD. Addition symptoms of a failing PMD
include:. The symptoms may be experienced to varying degrees, but often only occur when the
engine has reached operating temperature. At this point, the injection pump is hot, and the PMD
suffers severely in with its poor ability to dissipate heat. See 6. Displacement: 6. Offered as high
as hp 3, rpm. Peak Torque: Introduced at lb-ft 1, rpm. Offered as high as lb-ft 1, rpm. Introduced
at hp 3, rpm. Introduced at lb-ft 1, rpm. The Duramax 6. From the first generation to the one
currently in production today, the 6. And along the way the engine has become significantly
more emissions friendly. For those looking at purchasing a Chevy or GMC with the Duramax, we
wanted to put together a chart outlining its history and provide a variation comparison so you
can determine which model of the 6. Between all of the variations, there are really two key
trends: 1 more power and performance, and 2 increased emissions restrictions and fuel
efficiency. Engine technology has drastically improved in the last 20 years at the same time as
emissions regulations have gotten stricter. With the horsepower and torque of the Duramax
nearly doubling from to , this is certainly true for this 6. The LB7 is the original production 6.
Following success with the performance and reliability of the LB7, this engine became the
building block of the Duramax line all the way up until today. The lack of emissions control
devices helped boost reliability of these engines as these emissions parts are frequent fault

areas on a lot of diesels. Additionally, it had a fixed geometry turbo which saved it from any
vane stick or turbo actuator issues. The one crux of the Duramax LB7 to be aware of is the
injectors. Outside of the injector issues, these engines are rock solid. Fortunately, by now, any
old LB7 will probably have had the injector problem fixed. The block and internals are strong
and the engine itself is certainly capable of surviving the k mile mark. Overall, a great engine, a
comfortable ride, and a decent amount of tune-ability for folks looking for additional
performance. Given the larger turbo and various other small engine improvements, the LLY has
the biggest horsepower gains from a tune only compared to any other variation, with the
exception of the L5P Duramax. The LLY engine is very similar to its predecessor. However, the
LLY has traded common problems swapping out injector issues for overheating issues and
head gasket problems. The LLY is known to overheat easily while towing heavy loads and
high-mileage ones are known to blow head gaskets pretty easily. Fortunately, head gaskets are
easy and cheap fixes and overheating is only common when towing very heavy things. One
other potential downside is that the Allison automatic transmission is rather weak when it
comes to added power. Outside of these limited issues, again a very strong engine capable of
surpassing the k mile mark with ease. Perhaps the shortest lived of the 6. The LBZ has the best
performance and horsepower potential with bolt-on mods and was paired with a stronger
Allison transmission than found in the LLY Duramax. As regulations became more strict the
LBZ was forced to be replaced with a more emissions-friendly Duramax. However, for those
diesel power enthusiasts looking to push engines to massive horsepower numbers, the LBZ
has its crux. The pistons on this engine are known to crack above the rwhp mark. The DPF and
the emissions regeneration cycles are known to be longevity killers. Fuel mileage decreased
from this year forwards as the diesel exhaust treatment requires fuel to function properly. The
internals and block remained unchanged, meaning the engine is reliable with great performance
potential. A new body style gave these trucks a nice fresh and modern look, a look that I still
love to this day. Additionally, the trucks got a stronger Allison transmission. Still prone to
cracking pistons with too much power, and now prone to emissions system problems, the LMM
is slightly less reliable than the LBZ. The LML Duramax took a big performance leap to nearly hp
and to lb-ft. To accommodate for the power increases, Duramax strengthened the block,
pistons, rods, main bearing, and a higher flowing fuel pump. For emissions purposes, GM
abandoned the CP3 high-pressure fuel pump which ultimately limited the potential power gains
from bolt-on mods. The only two downsides of this engine are its emissions controls and the
new CP4. With all the emissions systems you can add, the LML has a number of additional
failure points such as the diesel particulate filter which are known to be problematic. Secondly,
the new CP4. When the pump fails, it can take all of the injectors out with it which results in a
costly repair. Overall: best towing truck, good reliability minus the HPFP, strong power but
limited tuning potential. Baddest of them all, the L5P puts out hp and a monstrous lb-ft. A lift
pump is a huge improvement; it provides additional fueling capabilities and helps relieve stress
on the main HPFP, creating a more reliable fueling system and one capable of more
horsepower. With the engine upgrades, all signs are pointing to the L5P having strong tuning
and performance potential. However, these engines are still new and its potential has yet to be
fully realized. Same goes for the engine from a reliability perspective. Our site is all about Chevy
Trucks, from the classics to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides,
performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search
Search the site Legal Pages Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. The 6. However, the LBZ had a
short-lived lifespan, only lasting until when it was replaced with the LMM which due to new
emissions regulations. The LMM was designed to be more eco-friendly for stricter emissions
laws which ultimately resulted in the discontinuation of the LBZ. When it comes to power, the
LBZ was given a significant boost over its predecessor, increasing horsepower and torque to
hp and tq. The power increase made it a strong competitor against the Cummins and ill-fated
Powerstroke engines of the time. Additionally, the performance and tuning capabilities of this
engine created a huge market for it amongst diesel performance guys. Along with the stout
performance, the engine was available with the Allison automatic transmission, one of the
absolute best and favorite transmissions across diesel and commercial vehicles. For those
opting for a manual, the LBZ was the last Duramax that could be paired with a manual
transmission, the ZF six-speed. The LBZ is quite possibly the most desirable Duramax made to
date. Reined as the last Duramax diesel before emissions standards significantly changed
diesel engines, and touted for its strong straight-from-the-factory performance, the LBZ is by all
means an awesome engine. To prepare for the increased power, Duramax strengthened the
block with more webbing, 4mm deeper bores, and stronger main bearing caps. The rods were
changed to forged steel and the design was improved to handle more power. However, the
pistons were still made out of cast aluminum which made them prone to cracking at high

horsepower. Additionally, the Garrett turbocharger ran into vane stick problems occasionally
resulting in need to remove the turbo. Overall, the Duramax is an extremely reliable engine and
is highly capable. In addition to coming out of the factory with more power than the 6. We
recommend keeping it under rwhp and 1,lb-ft. If you are looking to break those barriers, we
suggest upgrading to forged pistons and rings. The stock turbo and injectors are capable of
approx. The biggest limitation for going beyond rwhp is going to be the Allison transmissions.
Great mod guide for the LBZ. Our site is all about Chevy Trucks, from the classics to today. We
post engine problems guides, reliability guides, performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension,
you name it. LBZ 6. Cylinder Pressure psi Timing Order Bore mm, 4. Because of this, the
housing for the pump floats in the rear housing. Over time, the pump rubs against the housing
which can lead to a leak since the housing is very thing. This does not become noticeable until
the whole transfer case is shot from lack of fluid. The OEM water pump has a plastic impeller
inside of it the thing responsible for pushing the fluid and over time through normal wear and
tear, the plastic deteriorates until the impeller no longer functions. When the impeller goes
back, the pump is no longer able to flow the coolant at high enough pressures, resulting in
overheating. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages Privacy Policy.
Privacy Policy. Skip to main content. Related: 6. Include description. Chevrolet 8 Items 8.
DuraMax 2 Items 2. General Motors 6 Items 6. GMC 2 Items 2. Not Specified 21 Items No
Warranty 7 Items 7. Unspecified Length 1 Items 1. Number of Cylinders. Not Specified 14 Items
Engine Size. Not Specified 32 Items Fuel Type. Diesel 33 Items Not Specified 6 Items 6. Brand
Type. Genuine OEM 18 Items New 3 Items 3. Remanufactured 13 Items Used 19 Items For parts
or not working 4 Items 4. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings
Accepts Offers Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Last one.
Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. GM has been putting diesels in their heavy
duty trucks since Granted diesels back then kind of sucked, but none the less they have been
doing it for quite some time. In they introduced their all new 6. Since then they have continued
to modify the 6. Before I tell you everything you need to know about the 6. I mean, it only makes
horsepower, and lb-ft of torque. Luckily GM knew this and marketed it as fuel efficient
alternative to their gasoline engines. The 6. I have a slight feeling that its military history is part
of the reason so many people are fond of the 6. AM General liked the 6. Although it has gone
under drastic changes, the architect has remained mostly unchanged. Every year emissions get
stricter and it has forced GM to make major changed to the 6. The LB7 introduced in and
continued until mid Unfortunately the LB7 is somewhat remembered by its fuel injector failures
and overheating. GM now warranties these issues but it will always stick with the LB7 name.
The LLY debuted in , and was produced until the end of It featured many of the same
components as the LB7, but with some improvements. The valve covers were modified to allow
easier and cheaper repair to the fuel injectors. Unfortunately the LLY featured a few new
emissions components which diesel lovers seem to hate. It was slightly detuned, and made less
power than it was really supposed to. That changed in mid when the tune was updated and it
made more horsepower than it had before. In GM introduced a new body style for their pickup
truck. With it they brought forth the LMM engine. The LMM featured a few upgrades with
ultimately boosted power to lb-ft of torque. Most of the changes are to the emissions system,
however there are a few mechanical changes. To recap: The LB7 engine had horsepower and an
impressive lb-ft of torque by the end of its production life. The current LML engine has an
insane horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The LML is likely nearing the end of its production life,
what will the next Duramax hold? This is pretty much the only part that really matters to anyone.
Diesels are known for being able to crank out insane power numbers. The 6BT Cummins for
example can crank out well over 1, lb-ft of torque on stock internals. But, can the 6. From what I
can gather from diesel forums, the factory 6. Thats plenty enough for basically anything you
want to do. Interestingly enough the transmission will only hold to about rwhp. The EFI live
system allows you to crank the power of your Duramax way up without having to do any real
modifications. Things like exhaust and intake are also very common mods. Diesels are known
for being able to chug along for millions of miles. However, with the new emissions systems on
modern diesels the longevity of the engine has decreased. Over the last 15 years the 6. It makes
way more power than it used to, but it also has more complex emissions systems. They are all
very good engines that will last you k miles easily. Let me know what you think of the 6. Good

information on the 6. Possibly tuner in the future. My Duramax in my Silverado I suppose is at
its lifes end with , miles on it , what probly needs to be done to it short of replacing the
engine?? It runs well , no big problems yet what do you think should be done to help it last
longer?? My LB7 is the best thing ive ever driven. At hp and ft lbs, its a beast. And real easy to
work on too. I love that so many years are nearly the same so finding any info for problems,
fixes and parts is probably the easiest of any vehicle on the road. I have a 6. Truck ran fine. Next
morning, would start but will quit immediately within a half second. Oils fine, fuel tanks full,
batteries are fine lights all work. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please
make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions
on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. Reliability Mods Diesels are known for being able
to chug along for millions of miles. However, many people delete it because it is known for
essentially destroying your engine prematurely EGR â€” This is typically deleted for a few
reasons. Deleting it makes under the hood look better. Summary Over the last 15 years the 6.
Chevy Duramax. About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive
Journal in as a way to write about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for
more bryce. Is an auto. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Increased emissions regulations resulted in the need for GM to produce an engine that was
both cleaner and more powerful. The LML Duramax engine is actually the longest used Duramax
engine in the segment so far, as it was used between A lot had to change to accomplish better
performance, fuel economy, and lower emissions. The same overall body-style was retained
with minor changes including a louvered hood, new front bumpers, and grilles. Another exterior
change is the addition of a DEF tank Diesel exhaust fluid found underneath the truck. Even early
L5P Duramax trucks share the same issue. In , the LML Duramax was given a major exterior
overhaul. The new beds featured ez-lift and lowering tailgates as well as integrated CornerSteps
into the rear bumper to make getting in and out of the truck easier. The entire trucks were made
using high-strength steel and the frames were strengthened to increase payloads and maximum
tow capacity. These new LML Duramax trucks also gained a new six-gauge instrument cluster
along with a new driver information center. The LML Duramax shocked its rivals when it was
revealed, offering horsepower and lb-ft of torque while simultaneously lowering emissions and
improving fuel economy. A new, improved engine block casting was used. For superior
lubrication and cooling, a new oil pump was introduced with greater flow, to increase pressures
at slower speeds. Bosch supplied a new fuel injection system, featuring a CP4. This new fuel
system actually caused a lot of issues for LML Duramax owners. Find our full list of LML
Duramax problems and solutions by clicking here. Other improvements to the LML Duramax
platform include a lighter and stronger piston and connecting rod design that allow for high
horsepower and torque applications. Larger wheel hubs and bearing assemblies were also
used. Steering improvements were also made to support the higher gross front axle weight
rating and improve handling and feel on the road. Tow ratings and capacities are different in the
years of the LML Duramax. They depend on which body-style LML you have. Just like any truck,
your cab configuration, whether your truck is a dually or not, and numerous other factors also
have an impact on tow ratings and capacities. Here is a basic chart we created with LML
Duramax towing specifications. For full Duramax specs by year, visit the Chevrolet website.
Want to learn more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter
and stay up to date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete
diesel head. Has a little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by
checking out his truck. Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil June 13th, Make Kamil's day and
share it with a buddy! Comprehensive 2. Comprehensive 6. LML Duramax Emissions. LML
Duramax Problems. The Ultimate 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. The 2nd
generation Duramax is known as the LLY. Instead, many LLY Duramax problems stem from
overheating. A new variable vane turbocharger and an EGR system were also added. It was a
stepping stone for GM as they begun to encounter stricter emissions requirements thanks to
the federal government and California. It was mated to a 5-speed Allison Transmission in years
and In , the Allison Transmission was upgraded to a 6 speed. While this makes adding extra
horsepower and torque super easy, it also makes the LLY Duramax more susceptible to head
gasket failure. You should consider investing in a head stud kit from ARP! Just like the LB7, no
lift pumps were included on these trucks stock. An aftermarket lift pump like a Fass or Air Dog
should be one of the first upgrades you consider. This will help preserve important and
expensive parts like your fuel injection pump and fuel injectors. LLY Duramax trucks have been
known for overheating issues. Factory design issues like a small radiator with less coolant
capacity and restrictive air flow make these trucks run hot! We go into more detail on our LLY
Duramax problems page. Want to add bigger tires or bigger wheel? There are several products

you can get to upgrade your front end. I always buy Kryptonite or Cognito front end parts for my
Duramax trucks. The LLY Duramax was sold from and tow capacity varies between model years.
Conventional tow capacity across all models is 12, lbs. Numbers generally fall between 15, lbs
and 16, lbs though. Duallies and two-whee
2010 chevy aveo interior
1997 lexus es300
car wiring diagram software
l drive models also offer higher tow ratings. Larger cabs and 4wd models offer less 5th wheel
tow capacity. Check out our complete Duramax tow ratings guide for detailed towing
specifications! Check out some of our other resources for LLY Duramax owners! Click on one
of the links below or in the side bar for more information. This helps support Diesel Resource
and allows us to continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the
support! Want to learn more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our
newsletter and stay up to date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a
complete diesel head. Has a little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him
by checking out his truck. Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil December 4th, Make Kamil's day
and share it with a buddy! Comprehensive 2. Comprehensive 6. LML Duramax Emissions. LML
Duramax Problems. The Ultimate 6. New 3. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors.

